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Welcome to Hamburg – welcome to SMM
From today, the Who’s Who of the maritime industry will meet in Hamburg
for SMM, the leading international maritime trade fair. Around 50,000 international visitors are expected to attend,
and 2,228 exhibitors will be present.
Under the motto of “Trends in SMMart

Shipping”, the event will occupy 13 halls
and focus on all öf the key items on the
industry’s agenda.

For the first time there will also be a special
exhibition on 3D-printing for the maritime
industry, as well as a new theme route for

the Cruise & Ferry segment. A comprehensive conference programme will accompany the four-day fair.
From 4 to 7 September, emerging and
well-established companies will once
again present the entire value chain of
the maritime sector in the exhibition >

LEADING THE FUTURE
www.eagle.org
Visit ABS at Hall B3.EG Stand 200
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>> SMM DAILY NEWS
During for this year’s show, the SMM
Daily News team comprising marine
industry experts and journalists from
Ship&Offshore and Schiff&Hafen
will provide you with the latest news.
Published this year for the tenth successive event, four issues of the SMM
Daily News will cover latest news,
company announcements, press
releases in the maritime sector, and
where to go in Hamburg between
Tuesday and Friday.
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> halls of Hamburg Messe und Congress
(HMC). As appropriate for the age of the
digital revolution and the maritime energy
turnaround, this year’s SMM will put its
main emphasis on digitalisation and the
environment.

>> NOVELTIES
3D printing

Job exchange

Arranged together with the Northern
German Maritime Cluster, the special
exhibition on 3D printing in the maritime
sector represents a global debut. In Hall
B6, visitors will be able to talk to experts
and witness live presentations of additive
production processes.

The Maritime Career Market on Friday (7
September) will for the first time offer
interested young talents an information
forum with lectures on maritime job profiles, and advice for job applicants.

Cruise & Ferry Route

Well-known companies from the cruise
and ferry segment will not only occupy the
entire Hall B5 but also parts of Hall B8. The
new Cruise & Ferry Route will help visitors
identify additional relevant exhibitors.
Future-looking topics

Hall plan.................................................................................................. 20

The Offshore Dialogue on 6 September
will focus on topics such as Arctic technologies and deep-sea mining.

Selected schedule................................................................. 21

Cybersecurity

Maritime 4.0: Smart thinking
for a digital age.......................................................................... 22

The maritime security conference MS&D
will last two days this year (6 & 7 September) with cybersecurity as one of the main
topics.

Things to do after the Fair:
Welcome to Hamburg!................................................ 38

The Maritime Career Market on Friday
(7 September) will for the first time offer interested young talents an information forum with lectures on maritime
job profiles, and advice for job applicants.

New countries

Poland, Estonia and Panama will be represented by national pavilions. Namibia will
celebrate its fair debut as an individual
exhibitor.
Visitors of SMM 2018 can expect the
industry‘s biggest and most international exhibition. More than 2,200 exhibitors, including both young and wellestablished companies, will present their
innovations and product solutions on
site, including large-sized items. For four
days, decision-makers and experts from
around the world will be able to speak
personally with all stakeholders relevant
to the business. Apart from providing a
platform for expert discussions and networking, SMM is an ideal environment
for negotiating and closing national and
international business deals within a
short timeframe.

ZF is Propulsion
The intelligent combination of mechanics, electronics and
digital technology combined in a Smart Marine Propulsion System.
Meet us at hall A3, booth 219
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EVENT OPENING

SMM 2018
kicks off
A civic reception hosted by the First Mayor
of the Free and Hanseatic City of Hamburg,
Dr Peter Tschentscher, marked the official
opening of the SMM Fair 2018 in Hamburg
last night. Dr Tschentscher stressed the importance of shipping and its related activities
to the port city’s economy. He noted the importance of the decision to proceed with the
River Elbe deepening programme which will
ensure that some of the world’s largest vessels
can still navigate into the heart of the City, as
they have done for many years. As well as the
busy port itself, the Mayor drew attention to
the wide range of ship designers, builders,
equipment suppliers and marine service companies who make up a very strong maritime
cluster in and around the north German city.
Bernd Aufderheide, CEO of event organisers Hamburg Messe und Congress GmbH,
expressed his pleasure at the arrival of new
exhibitors from new countries who had recognised the importance of the Hamburg
show. He pointed out that visitors to the event
would see clearly how the global shipping industry is undergoing an environmental and

Kitack Lim, Secretary General of the IMO, stressed the importance of shipping’s initiatives to reduce
emissions when he addressed hundreds of guests in the historic Großer Festsaal of Hamburg City
Photo: Sadowski
Hall last night

digital transformation. A significant number
of exhibitors will be demonstrating the very
latest initiatives in green shipping developments as well as the accelerating process of
maritime digitalisation, he said.
The State Secretary at the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, Dr
Ulrich Nussbaum, commented on the scale
of the Fair which is completely sold out
and will be staged this year over an area of
93,000 square metres.

Giving an industry perspective, the Secretary General of the International Maritime
Organization (IMO), Kitack Lim, spoke of
the importance of tightening regulations in
the drive to reduce emissions from ships.
The IMO’s 0.5% sulphur cap for ships‘ fuel,
due to come into effect in January 2020, is a
key aspect of the drive to cut emissions and
the Secretary General also highlighted the
IMO’s recently introduced initial strategy to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
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EFFICIENT
Our proven rudder systems are the perfect choice for all types of ships. A tough
working environment requires a sturdy, well-customised design combined with
superb manoeuvring capabilities. Seasoned captains trust in Becker rudders for
their reliability, safety and exceptional manoeuvrability.
Manoeuvring
Systems

Energy-Saving
Devices

Alternative
Energies

Hall A1, booth A1.225

www.becker-marine-systems.com
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FUTURE SHIPPING

Trends in SMMart Shipping: an
industry steers towards digitalisation
This year’s SMM motto, “Trends in SMMart Shipping”, is right on track: the maritime sector is driving the use of digital
solutions. From network-integrated fleets
and smart ship control to 3D printing and
autonomous shipping, smart next-generation technologies will be showcased at
exhibition stands along the Digital Route
and discussed in the accompanying conferences.
Across the maritime industry, the digitalisation process is in full swing. Most
companies involved in shipping, shipbuilding and related disciplines are busily
investigating ways of using smart solutions
to improve efficiency and sustainability,
and optimise work processes. As a topic
relevant to all parts of the value chain,
digitalisation was chosen as the overarching theme for SMM 2018. Apart from
high-tech products enabling sensor-based
remote monitoring of ship operations,
satellite-supported platforms and control
modules interlinking all ships of a fleet are
also high on the agenda.

Mobile tracking and booking apps as
well as customer portals are now being developed to streamline the logistics chain.
“Digitalisation is not the goal, nor is autonomous shipping; these are tools and ways
you might develop it. The goal is maritime
transport systems that meet the needs of
the next generation,” says Clarkson Research president Martin Stopford.
The 2,289 exhibitors from 69 countries present at SMM will provide interested companies with plenty of choices
on customised product packages that will
bring their digital capabilities to a new
level. “From agile start-ups offering specialised software applications, to marketleading suppliers of maritime technology offering entire portfolios of digital
systems, our 13 halls of exhibition space
address every aspect,” says Claus Ulrich
Selbach, Business Unit Director – Maritime and Technology Fairs & Exhibitions
at Hamburg Messe und Congress GmbH.
The main focus is on practicable solutions delivering true added value to users.

For the world of industrial production,
the “fourth industrial revolution” and the
Internet of Things are key initiatives. Efficient and network-integrated process control allows manufacturers to meet customer
needs faster, and deliver bespoke solutions
with ease. Additive manufacturing, or 3D
printing, is beginning to play a key role,
opening up entirely new options for suppliers and manufacturers. In future, things
like urgently-needed spare parts for a ship
could be manufactured at the next port of
call, or even directly on board. This would
reduce the logistical effort while avoiding
costly laydays.
For the first time ever, SMM will present a special exhibition on 3D printing,
arranged jointly with the Northern German Maritime Cluster (MCN). In addition to seeing various exhibitors specialising on additive manufacturing, visitors will
be able to listen to intriguing lectures and
watch live presentations, including those
from member companies of the newly-established “Forum 3D Maritim”.

>> DAILY VIEW
Don’t miss the Daily View - our
team of reporters will broadcast
highlights from this year’s SMM in
an exciting daily video. Watch it at
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www.shipandoffshore.net
www.youtube.com/user/
ShipOffshoreTV

Meet us in Hall A3
Stand A3/200

SMM2018.pre.man-es.com

Economy or
ecology?
We have
the energy
for both.

We are investing all of our energy into creating
solutions for sustainable prosperity. That’s why we
have changed our name from MAN Diesel & Turbo
to MAN Energy Solutions.
Step by step, we advance marine, power, and
industry solutions. This is future in the making.
For customers, stakeholders, and society.
www.man-es.com

MAN Energy Solutions
86224 Augsburg, Germany
P + 49 821 322-0
F + 49 821 322-3382
info @man-es.com
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VDMA

VDMA: “Learning from each other
globally”

T

he representatives of the VDMA
– Marine Equipment and Systems
Member companies and their business partners met for the General Assembly Marine Equipment and Systems in
Hamburg yesterday. The event featured the
motto “Learning from each other globally
in the maritime industry”.
The growing number of orders in the
German shipbuilding and offshore supply industry and the cautiously optimistic
forecasts for 2018 created a positive mood
among participants.
New digital business fields – especially
in the support of the fleet in operation –
help the industry worldwide to convince
other markets about “Made in Germany”.
Identifying trends and market changes
at an early stage is becoming increasingly
important for successful maritime suppli-

Vilja Lubi, Deputy Secretary General for Business Development, Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Estonia, gave an overview about E-Government in Estonia and highlighted some resulting
Photo: Sadowski
benefits for companies

ers. In addition, detailed market observation and evaluation by the industry’s own

specialists using the new analysis options is
a huge competitive advantage.

maritime.application

RELIABLE –
ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE
MAXIMUM AVAILABILITY.
Stable mechanical design
and highly robust
100 % series tests over 48 hrs
EXPERTISE.
Hot standby redundancy
Virtual HIL for tests & simulation
TRANSPARENCY.
Flexible automation with
open software & hardware

SMM 2018
04. - 07.09.2018
Hamburg,
Germany
Booth: B6.305

www.bachmann.info
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The Estonian Deputy Minister Vilijar Lubi reported on how cooperation
between authorities and industry works
well, giving the maritime sector a competitive advantage. In his presentation, he also
found many suggestions for Germany as
a location for reducing bureaucracy with
digital knowledge.
Forecasts for worldwide shipbuilding
and shipping were heard and seen by the
participants of the VDMA General Assembly by Christopher Pålsson, Lloyd’s
List Intelligence from London. He ma de
it clear that in addition to passenger and
container ships, there is also a need to replace the huge global tanker and bulker
fleets.
-Professor Carlos Jahn of Fraunhofer
CML research institute, reported on the
future of digital, increasingly autonomous
shipping and the importance of service.
The new study “Digitisation of Service in
the Maritime Supply Industry” is available
at VDMA booth A1.518.
-On the occasion of the general assembly, the VDMA chairman Dr. Alexander Nürnberg, who was leaving the supply

>> VDMA SMM EXPERT FORUM
Short presentations from “Future markets” via “P2X” to “Brexit” The German Marine Equipment Association VDMA is expanding its proven lecture programme during
SMM at its main stand in hall A1. In short presentations, expert speakers from VDMA,
member companies and relevant organisations will present these topics at the stand
and will be available for individual discussions at the trade fair. This is intended to give
all interested parties the opportunity to obtain brief and compact information and
expert knowledge on important topics of interest to the industry.
Day one (today, September 4th) is featuring short presentations on the market perspectives of the maritime industry and important industrial initiatives such as Powerto-X or „Maritime Energy Transition“. The programme is rounded off with information
on current issues, such as the effects of Brexit on industry. The experts are also available for discussions on all VDMA offers and assistance for companies.
Attendance is free of charge. Exact presentation times can be found on the web at
mes.vdma.org or the VDMA Stand No. A1.518

industry and becoming a ship operator at
O.S.Energy, finished his activity as head of
the VDMA board, receiving great appreciation and thanks from all over the branch for
his long-lasting engagement in this industry
association. Martin Johannsmann, man-

aging director of SKF Marine GmbH and
chairman of SKF GmbH, was elected as the
new chairman of the Board.
VDMA at SMM:
Hall A1, Stand 518

MEET US AT
THE NEXT LEVEL
Hall B6 – Booth 304
So much potential –
removing inefficiencies
with intelligent cargo handling

Visit us at our stand A1.423
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CRUISE

Plain cruising
The first truly exciting highlight
of Hamburg’s cruise season was
commanded by a woman: Most
recently, the AIDAsol arrived in
Hamburg under the navigation
of Germany’s very first female
cruise ship captain!
Having first signed up on
a cargo ship at the age of 19,
Nicole Langosch had first
to pass through all ranks on
board before being appointed
Germany´s first female cruise
ship captain by AIDA Cruises
earlier this year. At only 34 years
of age and after having concluded her logistics and nautical
science studies, Ms Langosch
is now responsible for some
2,200 passengers and 630 crew
members aboard the ship. Of
the 1,032 German captains in
commercial shipping and fluvial
navigation, only 14 are currently

women. Ms Langosch is the first
female cruise ship captain, working three months on board followed by three months off.
Over the course of this year,
there will be nine first-time arrivals of cruise giants in Hamburg’s
port – among them the AIDAnova “mega liner” with more
than 5,000 passengers on board
and the MSC Meraviglia with
some 4,500 passengers. What is
more, Cunard Line’s much-loved
Queen Mary 2 will be calling at
the port of Hamburg as many as
five times in 2018.
AIDA will be the cruise shipping company with the largest
number of vessels calling at the
port of Hamburg. In the course
of 2018, as many as eight vessels
from the “Kussmund” (meaning
“kissable lips”) fleet will be arriving 88 times at the port of Ham-

INTRODUCING THE HYDROPEN™ SYSTEM

Fight container fires
at heights
The new HydroPen® System
is a faster, safer and more
efficient way to directly
fight costly container fires
at heights on container
vessels.
See more at SMM or visit VIKING-life.com

VIKING LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT
Protecting people and business

MEET US AT SMM, STAND #B1.EG.504
8
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The Hamburg Cruise Days (13 to 15 September 2019) represent
Photo: Hamburg Media Server
Hamburg’s maritime spirit

burg. MSC Cruises is in second
place, with a total of 36 arrivals in
2018. Departing from Hamburg,
MSC Meraviglia and MSC Magnifica will be heading towards
the UK, Iceland, as well as Norway, including Spitsbergen.
Meanwhile the number of
cruise fans continues to grow:
each year more than one million visitors make it to the banks
of the River Elbe to take in the
sight of these impressive ocean
giants against the amazing backdrop of Hamburg’s port. For
an overview of all 2018 arrivals
in Hamburg as well as further
cruise-related information, visit
www.hamburg-travel.com/attractions/shipping-and-cruises.
The fact that Hamburg has
become one of the most popular cruise ports in Europe is also
confirmed by this summer’s impressive number of scheduled
first-time arrivals: in 2018 alone,
ten cruise liners will be calling
at the port of Hamburg for the
very first time. With the AIDAperla (3,286 passengers), the
AIDAnova (5,200 passengers),
the MSC Meraviglia (4,500 passengers) and the Navigator of
the Seas (3,138 passengers), the
size of arriving cruise ships continues to increase further.

Coming up: the Hamburg
Cruise Days
The boom in Hamburg’s cruise
industry is perhaps most evi-

dent during Hamburg Cruise
Days – the cruise-themed
festival (13 to 15 September 2019) which represents
Hamburg’s maritime spirit
like no other event. During
the festival, Hamburg will be
the undisputed centre of the
global cruise scene ¬– with
countless ocean-going vessels,
spectacular ship parades, and
a diverse programme on land.
September 2019 will also see
the B2B event Seatrade Europe
Hamburg (11 to 13 September
2019). Guests to these events
will be able to gain unique insights into the cruise industry
and immerse themselves in a
maritime world of experience.
Once again in 2019, light artist Michael Batz will be transforming Hamburg’s port and
the Elbe into a Blue Port with
his fantastic installations.

Ships viewings and
other maritime events
in Hamburg
For all those who have been entertaining the idea of cruise holidays for quite a while but haven’t
decided yet, interested individuals now have the opportunity of
going on board selected ships in
the port of Hamburg as part of
a special guided tour. All tour
dates as well as further information is available at
www.hamburgcruisecenter.eu/
en/ship-visits

SMM DAILY NEWS

EATING OUT

It´s all cherry-picking
Hamburg never fails to surprise, and certainly not when it comes to wining and
dining. Thanks to its port, which has
acted as an axis to destinations around
the world, there is nothing in terms of the
culinary arts that you cannot find. Today
the city boasts more Michelin-star restaurants than ever – and at the same time it
is increasingly turning into a hotspot for
a young and creative food and beverage
scene.
It is all cherry-picking no matter
which end of the culinary arts you decide
to dig in. Be it homemade food and beverages made from regional, seasonal and
organic produce, a popular breakfast at
one of the many Portuguese bars starring
its famous “natillas”; be it Latin American
Foods, Indian, Moroccan or modern-day
fusion cuisine – from passion with a dash
of the exotic to organic with a touch of
the traditional. Anything is possible.
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Visit the Boilerman’s Bar in Hafen City for a rum tasting

If you are finding it hard to decide
which cuisine to settle on for the night

Photo: 25hours Hotel Company

you might want to try some of the street
food markets such as St Pauli Night Mar-

ket held every Wednesday
from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Those looking for a real
insider might want to try Bistro Carmagnole in the Sternschanze quarter, a twentyminute walk from Hamburg
Messe.
Germany´s omnipresent
star cook Tim Mälzer runs the
restaurant Bullerei in the renovated former slaughterhouse
serving supple delicacies
and catering to a wide range
of tastes and dietary needs.
Booking ahead is essential!
Peruvians are famous for
their cuisine in all of South
America and their fame is
reaching our shores. Leche
de Tigre in Altona. Mexico
Strasse in St. Pauli offers authentic Mexican tapas, or the
nearby Salt & Silver, offering
a wide range of exotic South
American dishes, the inspira-

tion for which has come from
various (surf ) trips to South
America and Mexico.
Right across from SMM
“Altes Mädchen” (old girl)
in the style of a traditional
German Braugasthaus offers
a huge range of craft beer as
well as modernised German
meat cuisine. And for that
there is always good old Gröningers private brewery of
1722.
For drinks and cocktails
you might want to take a look
at The Chug Club. A short
walk from there along the
banks of the River Elbe, the
1960s are brought to life elegantly at the Fitzgerald Bar
& Club. For a couple of “highballs” and long drinks visit
Boilerman’s Bar in Eppendorf
for whiskey based specialties
and Boilerman’s Bar in Hafen
City for rum.

Original Spares.
Original Service.
No Compromises.

>> RESTAURANTS AND BARS
Bistro Carmagnole, Juliusstraße 18, 22769 Hamburg. Opens
6pm -10pm. Distance to SMM: 1.5km
The Boilerman Bar, Osakaallee 12, 20457 Hamburg. Opens
5pm - 1am. Distance to SMM: 3km
The Boilerman Bar, Eppendorfer Weg 211, 20253 Hamburg.
Opens 6pm - 2pm. Distance to SMM: 2.4km
Bullerei, Lagerstraße 34b, 20357 Hamburg. Opens 11am –
11pm. Distance to SMM: 1.3km
The Chug Club, Taubenstraße 13, 20359 Hamburg. Opens 6pm2am, 4am on week-ends
Fitzgerald Bar & Club, Große Elbstraße 14, 22767 Hamburg.
Opens Wednesdays-Saturdays from 6pm. Distance to SMM
2.5km
Gröningers, Willy-Brandt-Straße 47, 20457 Hamburg. Opens
between 11am and midnight. Distance to SMM: 2.4km
Leche de Tigre, Nernstweg 32-34, 22765 Hamburg. Opens 6pm
– 10pm or 11pm. Distance to SMM 3.5km
Mexico Strasse Taquería, Detlev-Bremer-Straße 43, 20359
Hamburg. Opens 5:30 pm – 10pm or 11pm. Distance to SMM:
1.5km
St Pauli Nachtmarkt, Spielbudenplatz, 20359 Hamburg. Opens
Wednesdays from 4pm -10pm. Distance to SMM: 1.5km

MEET US AT

SMM 2018
HALL A1
BOOTH 210

If you value the quality of original parts,
you’ll expect the same uncompromising
standards when it comes to service.
Details and insights can be found at
skf-simplex.com.
SMM Daily News | 3 September 2018 | No 1
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THREE QUESTIONS FOR...

Three questions for...
put shaft. This allows the diesel orgas engine to be
moved close to the gearbox in order to benefit from
a more optimised engine room arrangement. Furthermore, our new ZWVSA 440 U has a two-speed
gearbox which enables fast shifting times. This can
take less than two seconds with the installation of
our Fast Clutch 200 system. Meanwhile, our Active
Speed Control system provides an electronically
controlled trolling operation.
There are many other interesting highlights to be
demonstrated by Reintjes at this year’s SMM. We
have developed a condition monitoring system
which can be installed on each gearbox to monitor
the health of the gears to determine whether a service is necessary. And to name a few non-technical
highlights, we have modernized our website “www.
reintjes-gears.de” with more product information
and an easier and faster navigation menu. Furthermore, we have upgraded our logo to show that we
will continue to extend our product portfolio beyond
our known solid and traditional “Reintjes” products
into complete “Powertrain Solutions”.

KLAUS DELEROI,

Managing Director of Reintjes,
Hameln (Germany)

What are the highlights that Reintjes will present at
SMM?
We are exhibiting our newly developed U-drive
down-angle gearbox, called “ZWVSA 440 U”, in a
hybrid configuration. This comprises an electric motor, with all necessary controls, which is added to the
gearbox so that the user can either run the ship on
electric power, or conventionally with a diesel or gas
engine.
At the last SMM we exhibited our first down-angle
gears nut since then, we have developed this further
in close cooperation with one of our customers. We
added hybrid propulsion in a U-drive configuration and more distance between the input and out-
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What do you expect from SMM 2018?
First of all we hope that there is a high interest in our
new gear model and system.
Secondly, the SMM is known to be the top marine
market-place. Within the four days and nights, you
can meet almost your complete customer base in
one spot in Hamburg, without any business travels.
Therefore we expect full days with a lot of meetings,
discussions, negotiations and in the evenings some
networking.
What role do hybrid drives already play in your
business?
Currently, we have delivered around ten hybrid installations in different ship type applications, even
more so-called “hybrid ready” systems which means
gearboxes without the electric scope. The interest is
huge and we are currently working on a lot of projects, helping customers and shipyards to select the
optimal solution for their vessel.
However, to be honest, the hybrid business of Reintjes is still small compared to conventional propulsion
trains. But this specialised sector is growing strongly.
Reintjes at SMM:
Halle A4, Stand 207
Halle B4.EG, Stand RD09

Future
performance
depends
on today’s
decisions.
We help you make sure those decisions
are the right ones.
Come and join us for a coffee and a chat
during SMM 2018 at stand 1O7, hall B4.
Visit lr.org

Lloyd’s Register and variants of it are trading names of Lloyd’s Register
Group Limited, its subsidiaries and affiliates.
Copyright © Lloyd’s Register Group Services Limited, 2018. A member of
the Lloyd’s Register group.

MO-SMM-future-performance-213x300-3mm-bleed.indd 1
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DRIVELINES | DIGITALISATION

New

2

Enabler for digitalisation
C
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ZF at SMM: Hall A3 / Stand 219

2

 asbestos-free

As a continuous innovator, ZF is preparing
for the next generation of driveline, chassis and safety systems with intelligent connection solutions that will further improve
productivity and efficiency for different segments and markets.
In Hamburg, the company demonstrates
how it combines mechanical technology
with the digital world. Another highlight
will be a new hybrid-ready transmission
series for commercial and fast craft applications with input power ratings up to
3,000 kW.

m
5m
x 1,

 good chemical resistance

ZF is a global leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive
safety technology and has its broad portfolio on display at SMM.
The product portfolio includes a comprehensive range of transmissions, propellers, POD-drive systems, steering systems
and CANbus-compatible, electronic control systems, azimuth thrusters, tunnel
thrusters and sail drives. The portfolio
is subject to continuous development
and adjustment to market requirements.
Complying with safety standards, economic operation and customer comfort is
the top priority.

C5
FRN

 oil and fuel resistant

G

 excellent cold and
heat resistance
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 good EMC characteristics

Broad portfolio on display

x24
BL 4x2

CABLES FOR MARITIME USE

Cat.7A

C
38
L4
IX B
SAB

 ﬂame retardant and
self-extinguishing

m
,5 m
7x1

 no ﬂame propagation

C
180

 halogen-free

ZF products are deployed in various parts of a vessel

A
BL T

BlueLine

CAT 5e BL
CAT 6A BL
CAT 7A BL

Inmarsat’s role as shipping’s enabler for
digitalisation continues to be a focus at
SMM 2018, as increasing numbers of
shipping companies become open to the
benefits of IoT-based solutions available
through satellite connectivity.
Inmarsat’s new Fleet Xpress service, which
is now installed on approximately 5,000
ships, is allowing shipping to realise the
benefits of data-driven operations in raising vessel efficiency and crew productivity.
It seamlessly blends the power of the com-

pany’s Ka-band satellite network with the
proven reliability of L-band FleetBroadband for continuous back-up. This combination ensures global reach, guaranteed
performance and controlled costs for
shipowners, while Inmarsat has also developed a Certified Application Provider
partnership programme and the robust
cyber security solution Fleet Secure.


Inmarsat at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 116
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Security first
At this year’s SMM, Germany’s
Veinland GmbH presents its
extended and comprehensive
product portfolio including
new hardware and software
developments. Products on
display include network components compliant with IEC
61162-460, NMEA interface
modules and matrix, and the
Inclinometer. In addition, visitors can learn more about cur-

rent topics such as EU-MRV,
IMO-DCS and SEEMP Part II.
There is also in-depth information about ship performance
hardware, evaluation tools,
power supplies and UPS systems, audio and video components, and NMEA I / O modules.
Veinland at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 232

Veinland is presenting
products for a safer
network on board
vessels

A dependable fire protection system helps save lives

Fire protection
concepts
Germany’s Minimax showcases
its various fire protection concepts at SMM 2018.
Among other things, the
sprinkler system Minifog marine XP, which requires up
to 90% less water compared
with traditional units, are
on display. Only requiring a
minimum space while complying with the highest safety
demands, a single Minifog
marine XP sprinkler can realise conservation areas of up to
32m2. The enlargement of the
protected areas is also valid
for the distance of 6m from
one sprinkler to another in
the corridors. Furthermore,

Minimax offers a product for
use in engine rooms on ships
and platforms – the MX 1230
marine extinguishing system
with the proven and tested
clean agent NovecTM 1230. As
this extinguishant is neither
corrosive nor electrically conductive, no damage is done in
the engine room from short
circuits or residue on sensitive
components. This makes MX
1230 marine systems perfectly suited for the effective and
careful protection of sensitive
components. 
Minimax at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 227

Together for
vessel performance
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Visit the Alfa Laval stand to discover the latest solutions in today’s key
marine areas. From meeting regulatory demands and the challenges of
new fuels, to increased efficiency that boosts profitability, talk to our experts
and find out what it takes to stay competitive in a changing industry.
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MONITORING SYSTEMS | HEAT EXCHANGERS

Vibration
monitoring

A K°ruise around the world

Schaller Automation launches the
ACCOMOS, a three-axis acceleration
monitoring system, which allows the
monitoring of vibration within an engine
drive line, at this year’s SMM.
The system makes sure that limits given
by the DIN ISO 10816 are kept.
The one-sensor-solution is
designed to be installed
within minutes: some of
the strongest Neodym-magnets
available on the
market
make
sure the sensor
stays in place at
the engine – even
without surface
machining.
Schaller’s
The stand-alone senacceleration
sor has adjustable threshmonitoring
olds for yellow and redsystem
indications and can be
ACCOMOS
read out in real time via a
CAN or RS485 interface.
As an option, a remote monitoring software can monitor the frequency spectrum
and records data for later analysis.
Furthermore, the new multi-sensor oil
mist detection system VN301plus has
been released for use in two- and fourstroke engines. The system is approved by
all major classification societies and is also
available ATEX-certified for gas and dualfuel engines.
Schaller at SMM: Hall A3 / Stand 211

Visitors to the SMM trade fair are invited
to take a K°ruise around the world of Kelvion to see how heat exchangers can save
energy, reduce emissions, improve safety
and increase heat recovery.
The company is exhibiting a range of
products for onboard and offshore plants
and systems that offer safety, reliability
and durability even in the most turbulent
conditions at sea.
The voyage of discovery begins with LNG
and gas engines in which Kelvion’s shell
and tube double safety heat exchangers
ensure safe and efficient gas preheating
for the regasification process on board
vessels.
Next stop is the engine room to explore
Kelvion’s innovative box cooler. Optimally designed for maritime applications and
made from the highest quality materials,
the box cooler combines efficient, powerful cooling over a long service life. With
its small footprint the Kelvion Box Cooler
saves space in the sea chest or machine
room.
The K°ruise continues with a look at
scrubber water coolers which play an important role in scrubber systems, which
reduce ship emissions by removing SOx
particles from exhaust gas.
Also on show is heat exchanger coils for
HVAC systems. Special fin profiles enhance heat transfer and maintain pressure
drop at a moderate level, ensuring that
crew and passengers keep cool in their
cabins, even in the hottest conditions. The
high-performance fin design, in conjunction with small tube diameters, leads to

great capacity densities (minimum size,
maximum capacity), and low air-side pressure drops. Therefore, air conditioning
with efficient low speed fans at lower noise
levels is possible.
The K˚ruise concludes by docking alongside the LNG floating storage regasification units (FSRU). Kelvion delivers tailored heat exchanger solutions to ensure
safe and reliable regasification of LNG
for FSRUs. Its laser-welded cassettes plate
heat exchangers currently offer the highest
volume flow rate in the market. Operators
benefit from a reduction of required components. This reduces space requirements,
installation cost and weight. 
Kelvion at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 218

The Kelvion Box Cooler enables efficient
cooling in the sea chest or machine room

KVM in maritime control
IHSE KVM solutions deliver pixel-perfect HD and
4K images throughout harbor control and rescue
coordination centers.
Critical data that guides vessels around busy
ports and through congested waterways.
Connecting the maritime industry.

IHSE GmbH

info@ihse.de
Tel: +49 (7546) 9248-0
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ENGINE TECHNOLOGY | SERVICE

Future themes
MAN Energy Solutions is focusing on future themes and new hardware on its stand,
which are presented in a totally new livery
in accordance with the company’s recently
unveiled, new corporate design.
At this year’s SMM, MAN Energy Solutions
introduces the so-called Vision Talk Box that
will bring together a group of experienced
panellists from across the industry to take part
in exclusive debates at the company’s stand.
The Vision Talk Box sessions take place
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday and
direct their attention towards the current
major topics of interest within the maritime
sector, including digitisation, decarbonisation, energy efficiency and future fuels.
The company is using SMM to further its
decarbonisation agenda by presenting new
dual-fuel engines. The two-stroke business unit is promoting its brand-new MELGIP dual-fuel engine, aimed at decarbonisation and the growing LPG sector.
MAN Energy Solutions’ four-stroke activ-

Bundled expertise
in Hamburg
The Bremerhaven-based MWB Marine
Services and MWB Power showcases its
bundled expertise in Hamburg.
MWB Power is a service provider for all tasks
relating to control, protection and injection
technology. With its qualified service technicians, it offers a worldwide service for troubleshooting, overhaul, assembly and conversion
of ships or stationary plants. As a Woodward
Business Partner, it can provide its customers
with spare parts for governors as well as the
entire Woodward product range.
As a brand-independent service and spare
parts provider, MWB Marine Services
is specialised in engines and propulsion
systems. The company repairs, overhauls
and modernises all two- and four-stroke
engines, coolers, turbochargers, transmissions, propellers, speed governors and
injection systems. Its engineering experts
install new diesel and gas engines and carry
out LNG and dual-fuel conversions.

ities will also be represented by the
new MAN 45/60CR engine.
Additionally, MAN PrimeServ, the company’s after-sales division, is using SMM to
advance the decarbonisation vision through
the promotion of its retrofit service that
converts existing, HFO-burning engines
to dual-fuel operation. The MAN Energy
Solutions stand at SMM will also offer the
possibility to experience the company’s new
digital products for the shipping industry
with an emphasis on making business more
efficient and transparent for customers.

The MAN 45/60CR engine

The company additionally has chosen
SMM to promote its systems competence
within hybrid marine solutions.


MAN Energy Solutions at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 13; Hall A3 / Stand 200; Hall
A3 Outdoor Area / Stand 3

DISCOVER THE
POWER OF
FLEET XPRESS
EXPECT MORE
Inmarsat’s double award winning maritime
satellite service guarantees a previously
unachievable package of benefits.
Experience exceptional performance,
simplicity and reliability - wherever you
operate in the world.

Powering global connectivity
inmarsat.com/gxfx

MWB Marine Services GmbH & MWB Power
GmbH at SMM: Hall A4 / Stand 218
SMM Daily News | 4 September 2018 | No 1
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GREENTECH

Picture 1: The use of biodegradable oil in CPP can attack metals. Piening has carried out many such overhauls for different brands

Green shipping running in line
with cost savings
BY MATHIAS PEIN, CEO AND COB PIENING PROPELLER

C

oming from the maintenance and service work on propeller hubs, Piening
Propeller has developed a way of cost
savings combined with green shipping.
The use of biodegradable oil in controllable pitch propellers (CPP) can have
the effect of attacking metals and resulting
in more rapid wear of components which
often ends in extensive welding and machining works on hub and blade carriers.
Piening has carried out many such overhauls for different customers on different
brands of CPP (picture 1).
The solution in the design of the Piening Controllable Propeller (PCP) comes
with the use of composite components in
all highly stressed bearings (picture 2).
By using composites, the reconditioning of hubs and blade carriers is not necessary; only the components themselves
have to be replaced. The hub does not have
to be removed to undertake service works.
And after all that, what is most important
for the shipping industry: the costs for reconditioning will be lower, which in turn
reduces dock time, dock costs, downtime.
Furthermore it is possible to use just
water as a hydraulic medium instead of
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oil, avoiding the risk of environmental
pollution. This offers significant benefits
for customers and the highlight is - to do
something for the environment on the
one hand and save money on the other.

>> F URTHER ADVANTAGES
FOR THE OPERATOR BY
USING THE HYDRAULIC
MEDIUM WATER ARE:

▪ Cost-efficient (tap water)
▪ Worldwide availability
▪ Not flammable
▪ Simple stocking
unctional availability in the event of
▪	Fslight
leakage
ater outlet does not cause trouble
▪	W
with port authorities
ea water inlet is not critical for the
▪	Ssystem
(simply flush the system)

▪

No operational area restrictions

The Piening Controllable Propeller
As for operational efficiency and minimal
maintenance, the PCP’s blades are designed
for simple assembly and disassembly, and
can be mounted from the inside or outside
of the hub.
It is made of identical components for
left- and right-turning propellers, thus reducing the number of different parts that
the user has to work with and remember.
PCP diameters range in size from 1.1m
to 5.4m and across a power range spanning
300-10,000kW, depending on application
and customer requirements.
The “PCP - Piening Controllable Propeller” complies with stringent, global
green shipping regulations.
DNV GL approval
The composite materials have been comprehensively tested in complex test procedures at
Piening facilities on a 650mm PCP hub supervised by the classification society DNV GL.
The applied loads correspond to an output of
3,300 kW at 440 revolutions per minute.
After more than two million executed
pitch setting cycles, which were carried
out under permanent full load, DNV GL





Photos: Piening

presented by

Picture 2: The design of the PCP comes with the use of composite components

confirmed an outstanding result in terms
of wear resistance. Based on this, the classification society approved the use of these
components for controllable pitch propeller designs in July 2016.

PCP received environmental award
Piening won the “Environmental Award
of the Economy 2017” with its PCP. The
award is given by the Study and Funding
Society of the Schleswig-Holstein Economy Association in Rendsburg.
The award was given for the general ecofriendliness of the system: besides the fact
that there is no risk of a direct contamination
of seas or rivers by any leakage, in contrast to
oil, every change of hydraulic fluid during a
ship’s operation will be completely environmental friendly. This has made a great contribution to ‘green shipping’ worldwide.

References
At the beginning of the year, two five-bladed PCPs of type PCP 5-705 with a diameter of 2.5m were retrofitted to the hopper
dredger Thor R, owned by Danish operator
Rohde-Nielsen (picture 3).
The first water-hydraulic propeller PCP
2-350F began operation in April following the re-engining of the 50m-long Polish
navy ship Iskra.
By mid-2018, Piening had delivered
complete PCP systems including ZF gearboxes for three offshore patrol vessels for
the German Federal Police.
Water-actuated PCPs will also be supplied for a hydrographic catamaran under
construction in Finland and an icebreaker
being built in Poland.

Picture 3: PCP retrofit to Thor R

>> PIENING PROPELLER
The company Otto Piening GmbH located in
Glückstadt/Germany was founded in 1929.
Over recent decades it was recognised for the
construction and manufacturing of complete
drive lines with fixed pitch propellers as well as
for customer service, maintenance and repair.
Now the company has launched its own concept and design for controllable pitch propellers.
The main focus aims to integrate into the new
design all of the company’s past experience,
gained over recent decades with the products
of Piening Marine Technic SL and ZF Marine
Group, as well as with service and overhauls for
other original equipment manufacturers.
Further information under www.pieningpropeller.de or have a look at “Youtube / Piening
Propeller”

Piening Propeller at SMM: Hall A3, Stand 208

THE NEW PCP
CONTROLLABLE

VISIT US AT SMM!
HALL A3 / BOOTH 208
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Visit us:

hall A4
booth no. 207,
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& booth no. RD

Down Angle developed to the next level innovative drive concepts by REINTJES
ZWVSA 440 U HS06
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12:00	
Ship of the Year Award
The Norwegian Pavilion B7.200

12:00	
Press Conference
DNV GL
Modern Class for Smarter Operations
GL Forum at East Entrance

13:30	
Lectures
Deutsches Maritimes Zentrum
Challenges in Deep-sea System Design
F. Boeck, S. Ritz - Technische Universität
Berlin
	Predictive and Automated Ship Guidance and Motion Control
M. Lutz, Th. Meurer - Christian-AlbrechtsUniversität zu Kiel

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH
08:00

Press Conference
Alfa Laval Press Breakfast
Hall A1 Stand 226

09:30 - Press Conference
10:45 SMM Opening
Rooms Shanghai 1-3 & St. Petersburg 1-3

10:00 - Press conference
12:30 Furuno
Room Osaka 1-3

10:30 - Forum
11:45 TradeWinds Shipowners Forum
Registration Central Entrance,
Room Chicago, 3rd floor

11:00 Maritime 3D-Printing Show Area
	
Metal-based 3D Printing - how
maritime industry can benefit from
the automotive experiences
Room B6.5

11:15	
SMM Ribbon cutting followed by
exhibition round tour

Hall 3A, Stand 216

14:30	
Press Conference
Inmarsat

Central Entrance, Room Chicago, 3rd floor

Room B6.5

	
In Conversation with Kitack Lim, Sec-

Hall A3, Stand 321

	Systems and Components for Autonomous Ships (SCAS)
R. Henking - EurA AG Hamburg

14:00	
Press Conference
GEA

11:45	
Forum
TradeWinds Shipowners Forum:
Welcome Address

10:30 Demonstration
	
Mobil Serv Cylinder Condition
Monitoring demonstration by ExxonMobil

	Supporting Maritime Search and Rescue
Missions with Unmanned Aerial Systems
Ph. Gorczak - Technische Universität Dortmund; Th. Lübcke - Deutsche Gesellschaft
zur Rettung Schiffbrüchiger

15:30	
Maritime 3D-Printing Show Area
Additive manufacturing with arc
and wire (3DMP) - actual status and
potentials of a promising technology for maritime applications

retary-General International Maritime
Organization (IMO)
Session One – Germany’s New Dawn
Shipping market outlook

Delivering success in the liner market

Room B6.5

Session Two – Global Ambition
Economic outlook
Drinks Reception (Forum delegates only)

Selection - no claim to completeness all information without guarantee

Keep an eye on the

shipbuilding
market!
Brief reports on developments
in the worldwide shipbuilding
industry
www.shipandoffshore.net/smm2018

8746_NSH_EW_1807_anz_nsh_183x83_eng.indd 1

Visit us
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MARITIME 4.0

Smart thinking for a digital age
BY FRANK COLES, PRESIDENT OF TRANSAS GROUP, WÄRTSILÄ VOYAGE SOLUTIONS

Wärtsilä is creating a smart maritime ecosystem

I

n a perfect world, a ship would be designed for a specific trade, taking into account all the factors that surround that
trade. It would consider the routes, the
weather, the logistics requirements, and
many more parameters for the life of the
vessel in that trade. In a perfect world, the
ship would be built and designed with sensors and tools to provide all the feedback
for the operations centre personnel to optimise the operations and manage the fleet
within agreed KPIs. In a perfect world,
the technology human interface would be
carefully thought out, not on a piece by
piece basis, but as an integrated operations
platform.
In a perfect world, the fleet would
likely have an enterprise approach to its
systems and solutions for operations. In
a perfect world, you would not see multiple vendors for various fragmented ap-
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plications and operational equipment. At
the very least they would be connected to
provide an enterprise solutions approach
and interconnected optimisation for fleet
performance.
So what are the main challenges holding us back from achieving some level of
optimisation of the fleet? The industry
infrastructure, the way we introduce solutions and how they are sold into the
industry are probably key challenges in
rolling out optimisation.
Operational optimisation should be
seen against the background of the industry. We find ourselves in an era where
the maritime transportation industry is
trying to be relevant in the changing demands of shipping goods, cargoes etc. It
is not enough to present a technology,
or a service without a much broader approach to the problem and the solution.

Rendering: Wärtsilä

Thinking about three key things
When we talk about the technology
available and how to use it in our industry we need to be thinking about three
key things. First, we need to understand
the problem it is solving or the value it
is bringing. Then we need to understand
the correct way to implement this technology in such a way that it does what it
is designed to do; and finally, we must
assess the implications for the human
operator in the chain.
The fact is that technology provides
the ability to make the industry green, efficient and safer. It also makes the industry more attractive and more appealing
for the next generation to work in.
Against this evolving backdrop, the
concept designed by Transas (now part
of the Wärtsilä Group) provides a collaborative decision-making platform that



presented by

will allow information to flow more freely between the numerous stakeholders
who must work together to ensure safe
and timely vessel navigation.

Next-generation package of tools
Earlier this year, Transas introduced ASuite, a next-generation package of tools
that sets a new precedent by utilising the
latest machine-learning techniques to reduce the potential for human errors on
the bridge or poor decisions elsewhere in
the vessel operational chain.
Algorithms detect anomalies in the
behaviour of the human operator wherever they are in the operational chain and
raise the alarm before the consequences
of an action or momentary lapse in attention become irreversible. A-Suite comprises three core modules – Advanced Intelligent Manoeuvring (AIM), Advanced
Intelligent Diagnostics (AID), and Advanced Intelligent Routing (AIR).
AIM is a track prediction system and
anti-collision support tool designed to
improve situational awareness. Using
data previously collected on the actions
and behaviour of ships sailing in a vessel’s
current position, it can predict a vessel’s
track for the next 20 minutes with 98%
accuracy.
AID is primarily intended to detect
anomalies and provide decision support
both in real time or during a more methodical post-voyage analysis. It detects
excessive or unusual manoeuvring patterns, keeping an eye on parameters such
as speed and rate of turn, as well as unexpected deviations in fuel consumption.
By collecting data on equipment status
and recording how and when operators
interact with vessel controls, AID marks

Frank Coles, President of Transas Group, Wärtsilä Voyage Solutions

a major step forward in real-time operational monitoring.
AIR creates a platform for voyage
planning and optimisation based on an
extensive set of parameters. The application absorbs real-time metocean data,
hazards and a vessel’s hydrodynamic performance, as well as taking account of the
impact of known and anticipated vessel
traffic along the route and at bottlenecks.

Creating a smart maritime
ecosystem
We envisage a future in which multiple
technologies come together to create a
smart maritime ecosystem – in which ships
can navigate more safely and operate more
efficiently thanks to cleaner energy solutions and processes accelerated by smarter

Photo: Wärtsilä

ports. A ship is a system of systems: properly optimised it is a sophisticated interconnected part of a larger fleet operation.
Properly utilised it is an efficient, environmentally friendly method of transport.
A ship is not optimised, the fleet is optimised, and done properly it also benefits
by using data from other fleets.
Our recent transaction with Wärtsilä
is also a step in this direction. It will bring
about an exciting blend of ideas and concepts that have the potential to overcome
today’s fragmented landscape and fundamentally reshape maritime operations,
technology and service.
Wärtsilä at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 220
Hall B6 / Stand 310

Get started
with digital licenses!

Save for
each additional
digital user
up to 90 %

www.shipandoffshore.net/newships-licenses
8582_anz_nsh_werbemittel_lizenzen_NSH_EW_1806_185x63.indd 3
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AIR STARTERS | SENSORS

Simple and
safe
Gali specialises in the development and production of air
starters for diesel and gas engines, textile printing machines
and ATEX (explosion protection) products. At SMM, Gali’s
slow-turning starting system for
all new dual-fuel and gas engines
is presented as a new development. The system is based on
a very simple and safe concept
to check the engine by slow rotation before starting it and to
protect it from damage caused
by condensation or oil leakage.
Gali has its headquarters in Barcelona, and subsidiaries in Germany, Italy, France and China
as well as a large network of employees and dealers worldwide.


Gali at SMM:
Hall A3 / Stand 400

Noris has its comprehensive portfolio on display

Smart solutions provider
At SMM, Noris is presenting
itself as a versatile and smart
solution provider in the fields
of sensors, signal processing,
automation and suitable visualisation regarding propulsion control and ship technology. The
company displays the Noristar
4 propulsion control system and
the powerful Norimos 4 automation system, including its new

power management system. For
the first time, Noris also presents the comprehensive cloud
solution Norinet. This system
guarantees the shipowner and
the crew a secure remote access
to all important engine and operating data, both in real time
and to historical data. Using optional apps, the ship or fleet performance can be analysed, fuel

extraction can be detected and
reports can be generated. Noris
also presents the sensor technology Norifid, an innovative
wireless measurement transmission solution ideal for condition
monitoring and predictive maintenance.
Noris Group GmbH at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 302

THE 4-DIMENSION SPECIALISTS
Piping · Steelwork · HVACR · Fire Protection
Call us at:
+49 40 781 29 30
www.k-j.de

| SH12-02E |

WE DELIVER!

Join us here:
Hall B5
Stand 524

PC Control: Scalable control technology
for the shipbuilding industry.
www.beckhoff.com
For the shipbuilding industry Beckhoff offers scalable control technology
ranging from Industrial PCs and Embedded PCs to the small controller
with integrated interface to the I/O level. The Beckhoff Bus Terminal system
enables the connection of the sensor/actuator level in all systems of a ship.
Over 400 different Bus Terminals cover the complete range of signal types.
Bus Couplers are available for all relevant bus systems for the open and
bus-neutral I/O system: from Ethernet and EtherCAT to PROFIBUS.
Hall B6,
booth 228
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Yachts and more
The Lürssen Group is attending SMM 2018 in Hamburg
presenting the service portfolio of its Northern German shipyards Fr. Lürssen
Werft, Blohm+Voss, Norder
werft, Peenewerft, Neue
Jadewerft, and Lürssen-Kröger
Werft.
Since 1875, the Northern German group of companies, Lürssen, has been renowned worldwide for high product quality
as well as innovative technologies within the yacht and naval
shipbuilding industries. The
family-owned company, based
in Bremen-Vegesack, specialises
in the design and manufacture
of yachts, marine and coastguard vessels. As well as new
build offerings, the company
also provides extensive aftersales service, including repairs,

visit us

refits, maintenance and global
logistics services. With highly
specialised sites in Bremen,
Hamburg, Mecklenburg-Western-Pomerania, Lower Saxony
and Schleswig-Holstein, the
family company will continue

to rely on the proven shipbuilding traditions of its North German shipyards and the passion
of its employees. 
Lürssen Group / Fr. Lürssen Werft
at SMM: Hall B4 / Stand 219

SHIPYARD | DOORS

Doors for all
purposes
Podszuck’s product range includes single- and double-leaf
A-60 hinged and sliding fire
doors, single- and double-leaf
A-60 hinged lightweight fire
doors, single-leaf A-30 and B-30
hinged fire doors, spray weathertight doors, spray weathertight wheelhouse sliding doors,
galley sliding doors, lift doors,
sound-reduction doors, container doors and C-class fire doors.
Recent developments include
the A60 offshore doors with
A60 window, bullet-proof A60
doors, blast-proof A60 doors,
A-30/A-60 doors with round
corners, A-30/A-60 doors with
internal hinges and A-30/A-60
doors with internal door closers.
Podszuck GmbH at SMM:
Hall B7 / Stand 128

Lürssen shipyard is based in Bremen-Vegesack, Germany

at
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BUREAU VERITAS S.A.
Zweigniederlassung Hamburg
Marine Department

Veritaskai 1, 21079 Hamburg
Tel.: +49 40 23625-0
Fax: +49 40 2 36 25-620
E-Mail: ger_cha@de.bureauveritas.com
Visit us on: www.bureauveritas.de
www.veristar.com

Get information today about the ships of tomorrow !
Your digital analysis and research tool to get on the maker‘s list
• incl. rumors

• export function
• e-Mail alert
• easy to use
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Visit us:
Hall B6
Stand 618

tomorrow’s ships today

Test now free of charge:
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SUPPLIER | SHIPYARD

Broad
portfolio

At SMM, Danfoss presents its complete portfolio ranging from fire fighting to sensors, mobile hydraulics,
emissions measurement to motors and
Hamburg-based Blohm+Voss has been a part of the Lürssen Group since 2016
drives for electrical hybrid propulsion
and grid systems. The divisions Drives,
Industrial Automation, IXA, Power Solutions and Fire Fighting have joined
forces to present their broad portfolio
in Hamburg. The Fire Fighting diviThis year Blohm+Voss is attending the SMM jects for passenger and commercial ships as
exhibition as part of the Lürssen Group.
well as yachts. With a total of seven docks,
sion is showing its SEM-SAFE® firefighting systems for the marine sector
Founded in 1877, Blohm+Voss is located in including a 351m-long drydock, and a
based on two key technologies: highHamburg and has been part of the North- 2,100m-long quay, Blohm+Voss is ideal for
pressure water mist and low-pressure
German, family-owned Lürssen Group docking larger ship classes.
CO2 technology.
since 2016. The shipyard specialises in
the construction of naval vessels and the Blohm+Voss at SMM:
The Drives department is showcasprocessing of complex repair and refit pro- Hall B4 / Stand 219 RGY,
ing holistic hybrid propulsion and
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ITALIAN
EXCELLENCE IN
MARITIME
TECHNOLOGY

THE ITALIAN NATIONAL PAVILION
at SMM 2018, 4 – 7 September 2018
Hall B3 OG | Booth 143
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CABLES | GLAZING

Cables for
offshore
industry
The cable manufacturer SAB
Bröckskes presents the new,
DNV GL-approved marine
cable DR 750 P Offshore
for application on ships and
in the offshore industry in
Hamburg. Possible application fields for the cable are
offshore cranes, deck machines, working platforms,
lifts, lifting and conveyor
techniques. In a temperature range from -40°C up to
+ 60°C under dry and damp
climatic conditions, the cable
can be used for many marine
applications.
SAB Bröckskes at SMM:
Hall B7 / Stand 400

Window systems for ships
Marine glazing Brombach +
Gess is presenting two new
products at SMM: the loggiacabin window system and the
lightweight glass sliding roof of
composite structure.
The loggia-cabin window system
provides an “infinite-feeling” and
creates a new and innovative cabin category. This provides an interesting alternative to the classic
balcony and extends the private
passenger area by the size of the
balcony. The cabin is closed by a
floor-deep, horizontally divided
panoramic glass front.
At the push of a button, the living space becomes a “loggia”
by lowering the upper pane in
front of the fixed lower pane
and forming a balustrade together with a movable handrail.
In closed position the moveable upper window and the

Rendering of a pool deck with Brombach + Gess window systems

fixed lower window are aligned
to form a perfectly flat facade.
The joint project lightweight
glass sliding roof of composite structure was developed in
close cooperation with three
industrial partners: Brombach + Gess GmbH & Co
KG, Stükerjürgen Aerospace
Composites GmbH & Co KG

and Schiffstechnik Buchloh
GmbH u. Co KG. The special design allows weight savings of 43% compared with
the total weight of a reference aluminium roof and a
mass reduction of 20 tonnes.
Brombach + Gess GmbH & Co
KG at SMM: Hall B5 / Stand 310

EXPERIENCE OUR
NEW ELECTRIC DAVIT
PALFINER MARINE has always been at the
forefront of technological developments, not least
in order to satisfy and preempt the needs of our
customers.
Visit us at our booth B5.326 and get first-hand
information about our new electric davit
NPDS 1500 E.
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SHIPYARD | SUPPLIER

Gibdock’s track record
During the four days of SMM,
managers from Gibraltar-based
ship repair yard Gibdock will
be ready to discuss a range of
repair and conversion services
available from its facility situated at the crossroads of the
Mediterranean and Atlantic
shipping lanes and close to the
container hubs of Algeciras and
Tanger Med.
With three drydocks ranging
from 154m to 272m in length

supported by ten cranes and
a 300m main wharf, the Gibdock team is equipped with
the facilities and the experience to handle various projects. The yard has an established track record for repair
and conversion jobs involving
steel and pipe work, painting and blasting, mechanical and main engine maintenance, electrical systems
and tail-end modifications.

Gibdock - located at the Mediterranean-Atlantic crossroads

Moreover, its year round dry
climate combined with convenient location means owners have greater flexibility in

scheduling work to minimise
downtime.
Gibdock at SMM: Hall B3 / Stand 205

Electrical life-saving appliances
Germany’s d-i davit internationalhische GmbH, which is celebrating its 40th birthday this year, will
showcase its portfolio of life-saving
appliances, davits and cranes at
SMM. In focus will be a fully elec-

trically operated davit for rescue
boats and life rafts. This new davit
is an all-electric launching device
for marine life-saving equipment
including the associated winch.
The rotary actuator can either be

driven directly by the ship’s own
electrical system or by means of
stored electrical energy from an uninterruptible power supply (UPS).
In the event of a black ship,
the davit system will automati-

cally switch to its own UPS. It
fully meets all requirements
of SOLAS 1974 Chapter 6.1.
d-i davit international-hische
GmbH at SMM: Hall B5 / Stand 223

Award-winning
green propulsion
#LNGasfuel
#greenshipping
In a world of fluctuating fuel costs and stringent
emissions targets, we are passionate about
operational simplicity.
X-DF engines offer new marine propulsion
standards with low-pressure gas technology.
A partnership with WinGD ensures efficiency
and sustainability with excellence built in.

wingd.com
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WASTEWATER | SWITCHGEAR

Water treatment
Martin Membrane Systems is an international wastewater treatment company for
maritime applications.
Its range of German-engineered and
manufactured wastewater treatment systems provides high effluent quality, reduces suspended solids to effectively zero and
fulfils the latest international and local requirements without chemicals consumption, the company said. All Martin Membrane systems have a compact design,
requiring small tank capacities and space
and are bespoke solutions, tailored to the
individual requirements of each ship.
They comply with hygienic standards and
are certified according to IMO standard
MEPC.227(64) with nutrient removal
and CDNI.
At SMM 2018 the company will exhibit
together with its partners Roediger and
Laufen.
Martin Systems AG at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 224

Switching devices
As a manufacturer of switchgear for extreme
and complex applications, Steute has developed its own range of robust switching
devices especially for offshore technology,
ships and ports. The range includes saltwater-resistant and explosion-proof variants.
At SMM, the company will be presenting
these products – for example its Ex 97 and
Ex 99 series of Ex position switches which
are suitable for use in temperatures down to
-60°C. These switches have also been tested
and approved to ATEX and IECEx for use in
gas Ex zones 1 and 2, as well as dust Ex zones
21 and 22. The high protection class of these
devices (IP 66/IP 67) is guaranteed following a 7-Joule impact test against reinforced
plastic housing. This gives users in the shipbuilding industry the certainty of knowing
that these new position switches work reliably, even in extreme environments.
An additional maritime focus is the Steute
GFSI series of foot switches for offshore
applications, which remain extremely du-

Steute will have its range of switching
devices on display in Hamburg

rable even in adverse conditions. A typical
application for these heavy duty switching
devices is the electromechanical actuation of winches controlling mooring lines
in ports or releasing anchoring hooks.
Using the Steute foot switch, the winch
can be started and stopped. This series is
available as an “Extreme” version, for explosive zones and in a wireless version.
Steute Schaltgeräte GmbH & Co KG at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 527

Operator panels

X2 marine

Built for life at sea

Booth B6.254

X2 Serie. Strong. Stylish. Smart.
www.beijerelectronics.de/X2marine

IDU Creative Services

team@idudesign.com

X2 marine panels are available in 7 and 15 inches
with optional high brightness display and integrated
CODESYS PLC functionality.

2020: are you ready?
Talk to us about your strategy to meet the IMO 2020 sulphur cap.
Chevron has the solution, whichever option you choose. Together we
can adapt to the challenges of today — and tomorrow.
chevronmarineproducts.com
© 2018 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of Chevron Intellectual Property LLC.

Global Lubricants 1810453->SMM Show Daily 2020 183x63 September 4th Ad.3.indd
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PUBLISHING | SHIPBULDING

DVV Media displays its portfolio Newbuilding and
At this year’s SMM, the
velopments in the international
Hamburg publishing group
shipbuilding industry are sumDVV Media Group will once
marised briefly and precisely.
again present its comprehenDuring SMM, the DVV Media
Group publishes the daily trade
sive portfolio of maritime
fair newspaper SMM Daily
publications.
News, in which new products
For more than six decades,
and developments of the exhibthe German-language magazine Schiff&Hafen has been
iting international companies
providing relevant and reliare presented.
What’s more, a daily video will
ably prepared content on shipprovide an entertaining overbuilding technology, shipping
SmartShip is a new
and offshore and marine techview of the highlights of the
part of the portfolio
show.
nology. The international sister
On each day of the fair, the edipublication Ship&Offshore reports in English on current developments in tors of Schiff&Hafen and Ship&Offshore will
the shipbuilding and offshore sector world- be available between 12.30 and 01.30pm at
wide. In addition, country-specific editions, the booth to answer questions and discuss
for example for China or Greece, are regularly the pressing needs of the industry. Cold
published in the respective national language. drinks and finger food will be served.
The weekly English-language newsletter
New Ships is an exclusive information service DVV Media Group GmbH:
in which the most important orders and de- Hall A1 / Stand 529

conversion design
At this year’s SMM, the German naval architectural design consultancy SDC Ship
Design & Consult will be presenting its
latest, tailor-made designs covering a wide
range of ship types, including container
vessels, multi-purpose cargo vessels, tanker, heavy-lift ships as well as cruise liners
and yachts. Beside newbuilding designs,
SDC draws the attention to services related to major and minor conversions such as
intake boost by lengthening and widening
but also to retrofitting for scrubbers and
LNG. The consultancy, which celebrated
its 20th anniversary last year, shares the
booth with Hamburg Ship Model Basin,
demonstrating its close cooperation in
a vast number of projects ensuring optimum results for the shipowner and the
yard throughout the life cycle of a vessel.
SDC Ship Design & Consult GmbH at SMM:
Hall B4 / Stand 108

Offshore – Maritime Weather Forecasts
Source: Vestas

Deutscher Wetterdienst
Postfach 301190
20304 Hamburg
E-Mail: offshore@dwd.de
Internet: www.dwd.de

Special advice and forecasts
Our Offshore support
General weather situation, text and graphics
Tabulated forecasts for any position or route
Forecasts for all important weather elements
in high resolution
Wind forecasts at different levels
On request individual advice by
qualified meteorologists
Update twice a day
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Get your vessel to sea faster
Avoid or reduce time in dry dock
Flame free installation means
less risk and less labor costs
Accommodate unique
space requirements

23

When everything
is black & white...
the solution is orange

victaulic.com
© 2018 VICTAULIC COMPANY. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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ELECTRONICS

Clever connectivity

Multi-sensor cameras

At this year’s SMM, the Swedish company
Beijer Electronics will show its BoX2, a series of protocol converters, IoT gateways
and edge controllers that combine clever
connectivity and smarter functions to manage various scenarios:
>> sharing data between PLCs of different
makes;
>> creating IoT solutions to store and access data in the cloud;
>> presenting data on mobile devices via
HTML5 screens and dashboards;
>> integrating local CODESYS control;
>> adding smart functions such as local
data base storage, alarm servers, recipes, C#
scripting, etc.
BoX2 offers true industrial strength. BoX2
is available in base, pro and extreme versions
and operates in tough environments including
electrical noise, large temperature spans and vibration. It communicates with all the different
types of controllers holding the data needed.

lowing easy identification of
Flir Maritime, a division of Flir
vessels and landmarks in
Systems, will introduce its
daytime and lowlight condihigh performance cooled
tions. Equipped with active
thermal camera at SMM
gyro-stabilisation for steady
2018. The Flir M500
imagery in rough seas, the
multi-sensor
maritime
Flir M500 also includes
camera enables commervideo tracking to monitor a
cial vessels, superyachts
selected moving or stationand first responders to see
ary target.
long-range targets with
The Flir M500 multiexceptional clarity. It also
sensor camera is Flir’s
provides captains with
most
technologically
enhanced situational
advanced M-Series camawareness to detect
era to date. Its cooled
targets more than
The Flir M500 multi-sensor
thermal
camera and su15km away, navigate
maritime camera
perior image quality enatight waterways, and
bles professional captains
avoid collisions day
to discern obstacles and navigation aids
and night.
with much greater detail, providing them
Flir cooled thermal technology and the
with improved situational awareness
M500’s 14X optical zoom lens provides
and safer navigation around the clock.
superior early detection of vessels, key
landmarks, and navigation aids. An integrated high-definition visible camera
Flir at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 512
improves navigational awareness, al-

Beijer Electronics AB at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 254

LNG
As Fuel

gtt.fr

Making green propulsion a reality
Through the collaborative expertise of
GTT, Wärtsilä & WinGD, ship owners
have access to the technology, innovation
and global support needed to make
LNG a truly viable option – delivering a
streamlined route to compliance that’s
effective and efficient while significantly
reducing exposure to risk.

#LNGasfuel
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Propulsive efficiency
Loewe Marine’s offering that
will be demonstrated at SMM
includes the design, production and installation of highly
efficient full-spade rudder systems of all profile types and
sizes for all vessel types, the
supply, maintenance and repair
of steering engines of all types,
and the production of WEDs

STEERING | INSULATION

Portable systems
for insulation fault
detection

(wake equalising ducts) for enhanced propulsion efficiency.
Loewe Marine also advises
shipping lines and subcontractors on green shipping technologies.

Finding faulty insulation

Loewe Marine GmbH & Co KG
at SMM:
Hall B3 / Stand 205

Loewe Marine’s customised full twisted twin fin rudder for the new
Irish Ferries vessel W.B. Yeats

Bender’s presentation at the
fair will focus on the EDS195PM portable insulation
fault detector. In large and
widely branched power supply networks, a flexible solution for insulation fault detection is required. In order
to be able to locate insulation
faults quickly and reliably in
these networks, devices for
insulation fault detection are
often permanently installed.
However, portable equipment

for insulation fault detection
is also used, such as the EDS309x consisting of an insulation fault detection device,
test current generators and
various measuring tongs. The
associated EDS195PM insulation fault locator has been further developed and its functionality further improves
insulation fault detection.
Bender at SMM:
Hall B6 / Stand 229

SPECIAL SHIPS

SMART SOLUTIONS
WWW.EUROPORT.NL

Offshore motion? plastics!
Strong, safe, light – turnkey e-chain systems for offshore, oil and gas
®

Failsafe cables for the offshore, oil and gas industry ...
● 36 month guarantee for every cable
● Sludge-resistant cables according to NEK606, certified by DNV GL
... protected and guided by strong, safe and light e-chains
● 50 % lighter than steel, maintenance-free, corrosion-free, UV-resistant
● Resistant to seawater, to dirt and sludge, chemicals, extreme temperatures
®

See video references at igus.eu/offshore

plastics for longer life

®

Besuchen Sie uns: SMM Hamburg – Halle B6 Stand 322
igus GmbH info@igus.de Spicher Str. 1a 51147 Köln Tel. +49-2203-9649-800
®

EU-1161-Offshore 183x63M.indd 1

24.10.17 13:42
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OILS | FILTERS

Oil analysis
Martechnic offers products
and solutions for oil quality
management of lubricating
and hydraulic oil as well as
gas and heavy oil. According
to the company, the analysis equipment is easy to use
and precise in measuring
the specific oil parameters.
The important parameters
such as water in oil, alkalinity (BN) and viscosity can be
investigated quickly and easily with the test equipment.
Martechnic will be presenting two new generation devices in addition to its proven
product portfolio which is
characterised by improved
operation and greater potential for use.
Martechnic GmbH,
Hamburg at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 126
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Long-lasting filters
The filter specialist Fil-Tec
Rixen will present its current
product and service portfolio
at SMM. For more than 30
years, the company has been
involved in the improvement,
manufacture, service and sale
of filters and filter spare parts
for marine and industrial applications.
The necessary technical improvements to filter cartridges
and filter elements to extend
their service life, which were
realised with the introduction
of Fil-Tec filter elements, are
based on 30 years of practical
experience and analyses. The
permanent further training of
engineers and service personnel as well as constant contact with shipping companies
and responsible engineers on
ships and in the production

SMM Daily News | 4 September 2018 | No 1

Fil-Tec Rixen shows its comprehensive service portfolio in Hamburg

facilities of the industry enables the filter manufacturer to
react quickly and flexibly to
problems. According to the
company, the combination
of experience and the use of
the most modern production

methods and control systems
guarantees the high technical
standard of Fil-Tec filter cartridges and filter elements.
Fil-Tec Rixen GmbH at SMM:
Hall A1 / Stand 235
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EMMISSIONS | GENSETS

SCR technology
Johnson Matthey is one of the
world’s leading suppliers of
selective catalytic reduction
(SCR) emissions control technology for the reduction of
NOx from marine exhaust gas,
meeting IMO Tier III thresholds.

Johnson Matthey specialises
in catalysts

Johnson Matthey’s SINOx®
range of extruded SCR catalysts
and integrated systems, which
will be on show in Hamburg, is
available for both newbuildings
and retrofit applications for
operation on a wide variety of
two- and four-stroke main and
auxiliary engines and re-gasification boilers.
The scope of supply ranges
from catalyst-only to fully
engineered SINOx® systems
comprising SCR/OXI catalyst,
reactor housing, injection/mixing module, dosing/control
system, dust blowing unit, NOx
analyser and urea tank. In addition, Johnson Matthey provides
a full range of commissioning
and customer support services.
Johnson Matthey Catalysts at
SMM: Hall A4 / Stand 314

Lindenberg-Anlagen offers innovative diesel-generating sets

Diesel gensets
Lindenberg-Anlagen is an independent manufacturer of diesel
generating sets for worldwide
marine applications.
This year, the German company will present an auxiliary
generating set with the new
MAN D2676’ series diesel engine. The six-cylinder engines
of this series are used for propulsion systems as well as for

auxiliary and emergency generating sets.
Since the introduction of the
IMO NOx Tier III emission
standard for marine diesel
engines, Lindenberg offers
complete solutions of modular SCR systems for its units.
Lindenberg-Anlagen GmbH at
SMM: Hall A3 / Stand 217

TRANSFORMING
OUR INDUSTRY
WILL TRANSFORM
SOCIETY
The weight of this challenge will make
demands of every one of us.
Visit us at SMM, Hamburg - Hall B6
wartsila.com/SMM2018
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LUBRICANTS

Analytics to optimise luboil management
In addition to presenting its range of
high-performance marine lubricants
at SMM, Shell Marine will be advising
visitors on the implications of the IMO’s
2020 sulphur cap for engine care, explaining new developments in its monitoring and technical services portfolio,
and outlining the benefits of its Marine
Integrated Lubrication and Expert Solutions (MILES) initiative.
MILES, which provided the basis for a
recent fleet-wide, five-year agreement
covering the needs of global dredging
group Van Oord, has been conceived to
optimise the management of lubrication
and increase cost predictability. It takes
advantages of the latest advances in algorithms and analytics to build recommendations to optimise lubrication selection, delivery, technical support and
costs.
The data-centric approach enables inefficiencies in existing procurement strategies, such as extraneous port visits, to be
readily identified. Shipowners can also
compare and evaluate lubricant costs
between vessels in their fleet, which
can help flag any undue divergences in
performance for deeper investigation.
Moreover, MILES brings about a qualitative change as lubricant supply transitions from a purely transactional interac-

Shell Marine’s Marine & Power Innovation Centre in Hamburg

tion between supplier and customer into
an ongoing collaborative relationship.
Greater information sharing allows both
sides to work together more closely to
streamline lubricant supply and delivery

while eliminating some of the burdens
usually associated with procurement.
Shell Marine at SMM:
Hall A4 / Stand 307

Minifog marine XP –
High-pressure water mist system
Join us at hall A1 stand 227

Top levels of safety on board – our fire protection system
can be deployed in all areas.
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DIGITAL ASSURANCE

Lloyd’s Register launches digital
assurance framework
As shipping’s digitalisation process gathers pace, the world’s oldest classification
society has announced the first-ever digital assurance framework. Lloyd’s Register’s ‘Digital Compliance’, designed to
provide a data-driven compliance framework in the marine and offshore industries, will use and further develop the
concept of digital twins, enabling ship and
offshore operators to improve the standards and reliability of their working procedures and maintenance regimes.
This, in turn, will lead to greater transparency and evidence of compliance with
both internal and external requirements.
Developed together with leading industry partners, the new Digital Compliance
framework will be applied through a series of defined levels developed by the
system provider and the asset operator.
This will enable the creation of an assetspecific digital twin and will, over time,
generate confidence in the digital health
management system operating over the
life of a physical asset. LR plans to build
confidence in the digital health monitoring system from the point of asset commissioning onwards, and will ultimately
award a descriptive note – ‘Digital Twin
LIVE’ – which will grant credit for survey
activity through demonstrated functioning of the twin over time.
The four levels of Digital Compliance are
as follows:
>> Digital Twin READY – the digital health
monitoring system provider receives approval for being capable of developing,
deploying, monitoring and maintaining a
reliable digital twin;
>> Digital Twin APPROVED – the digital
health monitoring system provider receives
an approved digital twin that is capable of
representing the specific physical asset reliably and accurately;
>> Digital Twin COMMISSIONED – this
level will be awarded to asset operators
when they begin to use the approved digital
twin from the provider. LR will use its Digital Ships ShipRight procedure, previously
known as Cyber-enabled ShipRight, to provide suitable assurance that the system has
been integrated safely and reliably;
>> Digital Twin LIVE – this approval will
be awarded to asset operators when LR is

confident, over time, that the digital twin is
producing reliable and accurate insights.
The classification society’s Marine and
Offshore director, Nick Brown, said: “Digital Compliance is the framework that sets
the foundation for what we call ‘Digital
Class’ … where advance technology and
data-driven techniques will allow our clients to demonstrate compliance with class
requirements in the future, remotely, peri-

odically and/or continuously, and we are
actively engaging with flags to discuss how
we can extend this to regulatory aspects.
Demonstrating that class requirements
are met through data-driven techniques
will allow us to better target Class services
where they are needed most.”
Lloyd’s Register at SMM:
Hall B4, EG / Stand 107

EXCELLENT PROVIDERS
OF MARITIME SERVICES!

SEE YOU!
HALL B7 / BOOTH 130
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Speicherstadt – a glamourous combination of old and new

Photos: Hamburg Media Server

Welcome to Hamburg!
H

giants makes one feel pleasantly humble and dwarfed. Tide permitting, these tours sometimes enter the Speicherstadt, a World
UNESCO site, and pass by the newly inaugurated Elbphilharmonie. Alternatively, there are public water taxis running along the
river (www.hadag.de), e.g. from Landungsbrücken Brücke 1 to
Elbphilharmonie (no. 72), or Landungsbrücken Brücke 2 to the
iconic Dockland (no. 61), just a stone’s throw away from the fish
market and its many restaurants.

amburg is as much a bustling as it is a paced metropolis.
Veined with canals and flanked by residential architectural
beauties as well as extensive green spaces brimming with
cozy cafes and stylish bars, it is connected to the North Sea by
the River Elbe. Watching those giant container and cruise ships
entering and leaving the port as a gateway to the world are a sight
no one seems ever to tire of. At the same time its cultural and
nightlife are second to none. The “New York Times” and “Lonely
Planet” rank it among the top ten tourist destinations in the world
- its inhabitants generally refer to it affectionately as “a pearl”.

Speicherstadt | Coming off the launch you may want to stroll
through Hamburg’s HafenCity quarter and explore the dark
brick buildings of the “Speicherstadt”, the largest historical warehouse district in the world. Built on oak piles between 1883 and
1927, this UNESCO World Heritage Site comprises the adjacent
“Kontorhaus-Quarter” with its architectural gem “Chilehaus”.
The Speicherstadt houses many tourist attractions such as the
Auto museum “Prototyp” and the amazing ‘Miniatur Wunder-

Which of its many highlights are to your taste?
Always a good start
Harbour tours | For those who cannot get enough of ships, a
tour around Hamburg’s port is always a good place to start exploring the city and get a feel for its pulse. Passing by these ocean

Join us:
Wednesday, September 5th
12:00 a.m. room Marseille
(upper floor, east entrance)

M 2018
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231
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Learn about interesting opportunities for financing and
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THINGS TO DO AFTER THE FAIR

Hamburg - something for everyone. Concerts, smart nightlife and beautiful parks 

land’, an ever-growing model train installation which never fails
to stun those who visit.

taxis (www.alstertouristik.de) from Jungfernstieg, Rabenstraße
and Winterhuder Fährhaus (daytime only).

Elbphilharmonie | Towering at its western tip you will find Hamburg’s “Elbphilharmonie” (philharmonic hall). Inaugurated in
2017, this 108m-high building is said to be one of the most acoustically advanced concert halls in the world designed by Yasuhisa
Toyota. Its glassy rooftop built above an old warehouse resembles
a wave or a hoisted sail and has some of the best views in the city.

Nightlife and Shopping
Another short walk from the HafenCity you will find Hamburg’s
main shopping area comprising Gänsemarkt, Neuer Wall, Große
Bleichen, Jungfernstieg and Mönckebergstraße featuring everything a shopper´s heart might desire, from famous designer brands
to more mainstream retailers. Just opposite SMM, a new shopping
area has established itself nationally and internationally along
Markstraße in the so called “Karolinenviertel”. It features ownermanaged fashion, designer and music shops, of which many also
serve as design studios. It is a good place for a sundowner before
exploring other neighbouring nightlife areas such as Schanzenviertel and the famous Reeperbahn of St.Pauli.

International Maritime Museum | A short walk from the

“Elbphilharmonie” will take you to the largest privately-held collection of maritime memorabilia dating from 3,000 years ago
until today. It is an impressive display of model ships and maritime objects, paintings and nautical devices covering an area of
11,000m2.

Chill and relax
Planten un Blomen | Directly opposite the central entrance to
SMM you will find Hamburg’s green lung “Planten un Blomen”.
This botanic garden with its idyllic ponds, tropical greenhouses
and extensive Japanese gardens offers a temporary respite from
an intense day at SMM. Many seats invite the meandering visitor
to chill and dwell on the view.
Alster | An iconic walk for Hamburg’s inhabitants is the 7km
walk around the banks of the outer Alster lake. There are plenty
of cafés to rest along the way or you can jump on one of the water

uns
Besuchen Sie
18
20
auf der SMM
Halle A4
STAND 201

>> USEFUL LINKS
Miniature Wunderland (www.miniatur-wunderland.de): Open 365
days. Opening hours this week: 8:30am to 8pm Monday-Thursday, 8:30am to 9pm on Friday and 8:30am until midnight on Saturday. Price: EUR 15. Booking ahead is highly recommended!
International Maritime Museum (www.imm-hamburg.de): Open

daily from 10am to 6pm. Price: EUR 13. Visitors and exhibitors at
SMM receive a 25% discount on presentation of tickets and badges.

Instandhaltung aller Schiffshaupt und Hilfsdiesel-Motoren bis 7.000 kW

Elbphilharmonie (www.elbphilharmonie.de): Guided tours can

Motoren- und Ersatzteile im Tausch

be booked online in German or English. Price: EUR 15. Group
tours for up to 30 people and in various languages possible.
Those who just want to enjoy the view from the plaza can
purchase tickets online or at the entrance between 9am and
23:30pm (last entrance). Price: EUR 2 p.p. for one hour. Groups
from seven people: EUR 5 p.p.

Auto Museum Prototype (www.prototyp-hamburg.de): Tuesdays to

Sundays 10am – 6pm. Price: EUR 10. www.prototyp-hamburg.de

Service für Abgasturbolader
und Einspritzpumpen
Mechanische Bearbeitung
und Fertigung
August Storm GmbH & Co. KG · August-Storm-Straße 6 · 48480 Spelle
Fon +49 5977 73-0 · Fax +49 5977 73-138
info@a-storm.com · www.a-storm.com
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LEADING THE WAY IN
MARINE SOLUTIONS
ABS has advanced marine classification efforts for more than 150 years. ABS continues
to lead today, taking on technical, operational and regulatory challenges and setting
new standards for safety and excellence.
Our team of surveyors, engineers, researchers and regulatory specialists is introducing
innovative solutions to pressing challenges around the world. We understand that what
we do makes a difference to the lives of people and the quality of the environment.

Visit ABS at
Hall B3.EG Stand 200

LEADING THE FUTURE
www.eagle.org
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